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Contact Details 

ADDRESS 
28 RILEY CRT, 
BRAYBROOK     VICTORIA    3019 

PRINCIPAL MR BRENDAN GILL 

PARISH PRIEST FR RENATO RAMIREZ 

TELEPHONE (03) 93117387 

EMAIL principal@ctkbraybrook.catholic.edu.au 

WEBSITE www.ctkbraybrook.catholic.edu.au 

 

Minimum Standards Attestation 

I, BRENDAN JAMES GILL, attest that CHRIST THE KING PRIMARY SCHOOL, BRAYBROOK is 
compliant with: 

 All of the requirements for the minimum standards and other requirements for the registration of 

schools as specified in the Education and Training Reform Act 2006 (Vic) and the Education and 

Training Reform Regulations 2007 (Vic), except where the school has been granted an 

exemption from any of these requirements by the VRQA 

 Australian Government accountability requirements related to the 2016 school year under the 

Australian Education Act 2013 (Cth) and the Australian Education Regulations 2013 (Cth) 

19 May 2017 
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Our School Vision 

Christ the King — a faith community 

embracing our diversity 

as we live and learn together 

in Hope. 

 

Taking all things into consideration, Christ the King Primary School’s strategic intent for the period 2015 – 

2018 is focused on: 

 articulating a vision that includes reference to contemporary understandings of Catholic identity 

and culture. 

 building strong and distributive leadership across the school which will promote clear direction and 

school-wide priorities. 

 continuing to promote multiple opportunities for parent partnerships and input. 

 articulating and documenting a shared vision of teaching and learning that sets crystal clear 

directions and expectations about student centered learning and contemporary pedagogy 
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School Overview 

Christ the King Primary School is in Braybrook, approximately 10 km west of the CBD. 
The school is part of the partnered parishes of Christ the King, Braybrook and Our 
Lady’s, Maidstone. The school continues to undergo regular refurbishments and 
improvements as we strive to provide an engaging and flexible learning environment for 
all. 
 

In 2016, Christ the King had 245 students and 185 families. Approximately 90% of 
families have a language background other than English indicating the school does 
have a strong multicultural profile with approximately 20 nationalities represented in the 
school population. We embrace the diversity of our community and promote and value 
parent involvement in our school and engagement in their children’s learning. 
 

The school had 11 class groupings in 2016 – 2 x Preps; 3 x Year 1/2; 3 x Year 3/4; 3 x 
Year 5/6 with numbers ranging from 19 to 26. Our school curriculum is planned to 
reflect the curriculum outlined in AusVELS, and takes into consideration children’s 
learning styles, interests and individual starting points. Our delivery of curriculum is 
heavily influenced by the Inquiry Learning Approach, which enables the teaching and 
learning to be personalised for all children. We endeavour to deliver the curriculum in a 
developmentally appropriate way, therefore in Prep-Year Two area our approach is a 
combination of inquiry and investigations and in Year 3-6, Inquiry based. English, 
Mathematics and Religious Education remain explicit sessions, and are planned to 
connect to inquiry units, where possible. Social and Emotional Learning also has a 
strong focus in the learning and teaching process at Christ the King. Specialist lessons 
in Physical Education, Library, Visual Arts and LOTE (Vietnamese) are offered over the 
whole year. I.C.T. is integrated across all learning areas. Year 5/6 students have access 
to their own chromebook, and all other classrooms have access to 4 banks of laptops 
and 50 iPads for daily use. 
 

Students in Years 5/6 have opportunities to compete in local inter-school sporting 
activities and sporting clinics. An outdoor education program runs through the school 
culminating in a 3 day camp at Year 4 and at Year 5/6. A swimming program is 
conducted for Years Prep-4. 
 

The current School Improvement Plan covers the four years 2015 – 2018. The goals for 
the school identified in this 4 year plan are: 

 To build a learning community that lives and expresses a clear authentic Catholic 
identity. 

 To develop a learning community where all flourish as engaged, creative, self-
directed learners who are challenged, and encouraged to develop a sense of 
service for the common good. 

 To promote positive relationships, empathetic, compassionate and resilient 
dispositions and behaviours which enable and encourage high levels of 
confidence, motivation and participation. 

 To further enhance the effectiveness of the learning community through ongoing 
partnerships with parents, parish and the wider community. 
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 To create and sustain a learning community that is passionate about learning, 
has an inspiring vision and a clear united purpose and direction that supports and 
challenges all members to contribute positively to the mission of the school. 
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Principal’s Report 

It gives me great pleasure to present the 2016 report to the community. This report 
presents the key activities and achievements of Christ the King Primary School, its 
students, staff and parent community. 
 
In 2016, the school has continued its strong focus on learning and teaching and 
improving student outcomes. The school continued its journey in implementing the 
School Improvement Plan which spans the years 2015 – 2018. Some of the major 
achievements and initiatives include: 

 embedding and building on a clear vision for the school, including the 
development of school values 

 refining and further developing our approach to personalised learning, including 
an increased focus on Inquiry learning with the support of Dr Jeni Wilson 

 a strong focus on literacy, with the development of reading entitlements. 
 improving use of data and pre- and post- testing in numeracy to ensure content is 

targeted and engaging 
 ongoing involved in the 3-year Collaborative Learning Project, which focusses on 

implementing the principles and practices of visible learning as outlined by John 
Hattie. Our focus in 2016 was on feedback. 

 continuing to engage staff in professional learning across a broad range of areas. 
 increasing parent involvement and engagement in student learning 
 conducting a very successful wellbeing expo, which engaged students, staff, 

parents and the wider community in showcasing the importance of this area of 
the curriculum and its place in all our lives.. 

 
The wonderful work we do here at Christ the King  was acknowledged for the second 
year in a row by the Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting 
Authority(ACARA) when they wrote, “I am pleased to advise that ACARA has identified 
your school as having demonstrated substantially above average gain in NAPLAN 
results. On behalf of ACARA, I would like to extend my congratulations to you and your 
school community on this achievement. Gains of this magnitude are significant and 
worthy of highlighting and acknowledgement.” Such recognition and achievement is 
testament to the dedication of staff, the commitment of our children and the wonderful 
support of our parents. 
 

I am privileged to work with a staff who take seriously their role in supporting and 
developing creative, confident and independent learners, and who continue to be very 
supportive of the ethos of the school and of me as Principal. The staff are committed to 
working collaboratively and to ongoing professional development, thus enabling them to 
provide engaging and stimulating learning opportunities for all students. They are led by 
a dedicated and supportive leadership team and ably supported by a highly skilled 
group of education support staff. We are also fortunate to enjoy the confidence and 
support of an involved and engaged parent community. 
 
Brendan Gill 
PRINCIPAL 
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Education in Faith 

Goals & Intended Outcomes 

Goal 
To build a learning community that lives and expresses a clear authentic Catholic 
identity. 
 
Intended Outcomes 
- That community members’ capacity to live by and in harmony with Gospel values 
including compassion and social justice is improved. 

Achievements 

For many families, Christ the King Primary School continues to be their only experience 
of, and connection with, the Catholic Church. We take this role very seriously, 
promoting, celebrating and sharing our tradition while at the same time remaining 
inclusive and acknowledging the diversity that exists in our community. In 2016, the 
community of Christ the King is characterized by the following: 

 a significant majority of students and adults support the school’s Catholic identity 
 students and adults affirm and wish to strengthen Catholic features of the school 

such as prayer, celebrating faith together and social justice 
 most students and adults have an active personal prayer life 
 there is strong support across the school community for shaping and presenting 

the Catholic tradition in a contemporary and engaging way. 
These are positive and encouraging indicators which we value and look forward to 
building on in the coming years. 
The InsightSRC survey results also showed a strong Catholic Culture within the school 
across all stakeholders. In 2016, the Catholic Culture Aggregate Index was above the 
mean for the last 4 years for staff, students and parents.  
Planning of Religious Education is strongly supported by the Religious Education 
Leader, with teachers following closely the prescribed text, Coming to Know, Worship 
and Love. 
The average time spent on Religious Education in each classroom is approximately 2 
hours. 
Prayer and liturgy form a key component of Religious Education, with daily prayer in 
every classroom and regular class masses to complement this. 
As a part of the parish of Christ the King, Braybrook, Christ the King Primary School 
takes every opportunity to be involved in parish life, including regular involvement in the 
Sunday parish mass. 
Preparation for and receiving of the Sacraments for the first time are very important. In 
2016, groups of children were prepared for and celebrated the sacraments of 
Reconciliation, Eucharist and Confirmation. 
In conjunction with the parish, the school also celebrated key events, such as beginning 
and end of the school year and the Feast of Christ the King. 
The School also has a strong commitment to social justice. The student-led Social 
Justice Committee facilitated fundraising for such organisations as Caritas, 
CatholicCare and the Columban Missions. 
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VALUE ADDED 

 Coming to Know, Worship and Love is the core text in Religious Education. 
 Preparation for and reception of the sacraments of Reconciliation, Eucharist and 

Confirmation, including engaging family nights of preparation and reflection. 
 Regular class, school and parish liturgical celebrations. 
 Religious Education Leader 
 Facilitated planning in Religious Education led by the Religious Education 

Leader. 
 2 staff meetings a term dedicated to personal and professional learning in 

Religious Education. 
 Combined Professional/Personal Faith Development sessions with our other 

parish primary school, St John’s, Maidstone. 
 2 staff completed their Accreditation to teach Religious Education in a Catholic 

School 
 Actively and financially supporting the work of Caritas, St Vincent de Paul 

Society, CatholicCare, the Royal Children’s Hospital and Columban Missions. 
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Learning & Teaching 

Goals & Intended Outcomes 

Goal 
To develop a learning community where all flourish as engaged, creative, self-directed 
learners who are challenged, and encouraged to develop a sense of service for the 
common good. 
 

Intended Outcomes 

- That student Reading and Writing outcomes improve. 
- That student Numeracy outcomes improve. 

Achievements 

During 2016, Christ the King, maintained its strong commitment to personalising 
learning, enhanced by our ongoing involvement in the Visible Learning Project. Our 
continued use of Learning Intentions and Success Criteria were reinforced and we have 
been challenged to develop assessment capable learners and promote feedback 
throughout the learning and teaching cycle. All staff were involved in professional 
learning as part of the Visible Learning Project. Leaders and a core team attended 
ongoing sessions to further develop understandings and a consistent approach to this 
collaborative learning project. 
The school strives to provide a contemporary approach to Literacy, always seeking to 
reflect on and improve current practice. 2016 saw the development of Reading 
Entitlements, which clearly outlined the expectations of staff when teaching reading, 
including time allocation, teaching strategies, structure of reading session, etc. Staff 
continue to be involved in professional learning in the areas of reading and writing, with 
a strong emphasis on regular assessment to gather data on student 
growth/achievement, so as to ensure targeted learning and teaching. Levelled Literacy 
Intervention was introduced in 2016, with approximately 30 children being involved in 
the program. We believe the program has been very successful, and will continue to 
monitor its impact. The children in the senior area of the school are involved in Book 
Clubs and all took part in the annual Premier’s Reading Challenge. 
The school continues to build on the work completed as part of the School Improvement 
Maths Project, focussing on the use of data to inform the learning and teaching cycle. 
Pre- and post- assessments are completed for each unit, ensuring that the needs of 
every child are met. In 2016, the school continued to use SPA, a data collection and 
analysis program, which is providing valuable information to leadership and teachers, 
and supports the work of the Visible Learning Project. 
The school has maintained its strong focus on supporting children from a new arrivals 
and/or English as an Additional Language(EAL) background. 
During 2016, the school continued offering a balanced and comprehensive curriculum, 
with Physical Education, LOTE(Vietnam), and The Arts being offered as specialist 
subjects across the school. Excursions to local attractions were a regular part of the 
learning and teaching process. Professional Learning Teams provide a supportive 
environment where collaborative and facilitated planning and professional learning 
takes place. In PLTs staff are encouraged and supported to challenge, question and 
engage in rich professional dialogue. The ongoing support of an Additional Needs 
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Leader (0.6FTE) supports those students experiencing learning difficulties, as well as 
providing advice and support for teachers and the dedicated group of Learning Support 
Officers, who provide individual and group support for many students. 
 

The Teaching Climate Index for 2016 was 75.1, an increase of 2.7 points from 2015. 
This continued growth indicates that the school has a clear focus on strengthening and 
improving learning and teaching at Christ the King. 
 

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES  

Trends are showing gradual improvement over the last 3 years in NAPLAN scores at 
Year 3 and Year 5. The average proportion of Christ the King students achieving 
minimum standards in 2016 in both years and across all areas has increased to an 
outstanding 98.8%. The results at Year 5 are most pleasing, with growth indicated 
across all areas. This data provides us with motivation and a commitment to 
improvement.  
Also of note, is the growth from Year 3(2014) to Year 5(2016), which has been quite 
significant and substantially above average. A recent letter from ACARA recognised 
this growth. We were also one of only 6 Catholic primary schools in the Archdiocese 
to achieve this in both numeracy and literacy. 
This data provides us with valuable information, as we focus on ensuring our data 
trends upwards as we work to ensuring all children meet minimum benchmarks. 
These results are most pleasing and promising and are testament to the great work 
that our teachers and support staff do. 
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Student Wellbeing 

Goals & Intended Outcomes 

Goal 
To promote positive relationships, empathetic, compassionate and resilient dispositions 
and behaviours which enable and encourage high levels of confidence, motivation and 
participation. 
 

Intended Outcomes 

- That student engagement in learning improves. 
- That relationships between students and between students and staff improve. 

Achievements 

The school maintains a strong focus on building positive relationships amongst all 
stakeholders in our community, with a particular focus on developing positive and 
engaging partnerships between family and school. Our personalised approach to 
learning is aimed at engaging all children, and the school continues to resource this 
pedagogy as a priority. Social and Emotional Learning(SEL) is a strong component of 
this approach. SEL outcomes are clearly documented at weekly planning and are 
explicitly taught as part of personalising learning for all. 
The school community has continued to develop a consistent approach to positive 
behaviour management and restorative behaviours, with a clear focus on building a 
positive school and classroom climate. 
We have a strong Outdoor Education Program that promotes engagement and builds 
independence and strong relationships. This program gradually builds from a breakfast, 
afternoon tea, dinner and sleepover in Years Prep to 3 respectively. A 3-day camp is 
held at Years 4, 5 and 6. Student feedback indicates this program is an absolute 
highlight for our children. 
Many students are involved in the revamped school leadership program. The 
ambassadors and school committees meet regularly to discuss various items, giving the 
students a voice into what is important to them. Other Year 6 leadership groups, Social 
Justice, School Pride and Health Promotions, oversee numerous events throughout the 
year, focusing on developing an awareness of others and on healthy lives and 
relationships. There are also a number of committees made up of Year 5 students 
which supported the Library, Sport, Special Events, Community Links and Student 
Relationships. A number of these leaders attended conferences that promote leadership 
skills and social justice action. 
The school employed a Student Counsellor from CatholicCare for 1 day a week. 
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Attendance 

Christ the King has a very good attendance rate with an average of 94.48% across 

the school. Attendance/non-attendance is electronically recorded daily. Parents are 

expected to contact the school if their child is absent. Where a child is absent for 

more than 2 days without explanation, contact is made with the family. If the absence 

is ongoing and of concern, the attendance is monitored by the office staff and by the 

Student Wellbeing Leader. Any concerns are quickly followed up with families. Most 

absences are promptly explained by parents/carers. Many families return to their 

country of origin to visit family at the beginning and end of the year for extended 

periods of time – another factor taken into consideration when discussing attendance. 

 
 

VALUE ADDED 

 Involvement in and implementation of the CASEA Program 
 Class Buddy Program 
 Student Representative Council 
 Student Social Justice, Healthy Relations and School Pride Committees 
 School Counsellor from CatholicCare employed 1 day a week. 
 Student Wellbeing Leader (0.4FTE) and Additional Needs Leader (0.6FTE) 
 Student Services Team – key leadership/teaching personnel who support 

classroom teachers with students who have social/learning needs 
 Learning Support Officers to enable and enhance student learning 
 Strong links with CEM and other agencies to support student learning and 

wellbeing. 

 

STUDENT SATISFACTION 

The Student Wellbeing Index for 2016 was 78.6, a slight decrease of 1.2 points from 
the previous year, however, around the mean for all schools. Scores fluctuated 
across student indicators, with changes ranging from +2.74 points to -5.52 points 
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Child Safe Standards 

Goals and Intended Outcomes 

Goal 
To promote a culture and environment where all children feel and are safe. 
 

Intended Outcomes 

- That all children are safe and feel safe all of the time. 
- That school policies, practices and procedures promote a shared culture of child 
safety. 
 

Achievements 

Christ the King Primary School takes its responsibility for child safety very seriously, and 
as a result has acted quickly in 2016 to begin work towards compliance regarding the 
Child Safe Act. 
In 2016, Christ the King: 

- completed the Child Safe self-assessment and submitted to the VRQA 
- established a Child Safety Team, which includes the Principal, Deputy Principal 

and Learning Leaders – Student Wellbeing 
- in consultation with staff, developed a Child Safe Policy 
- in consultation with staff, developed a Child Safety Code of Conduct 
- updated all letters of appointment to include reference to and inclusion of the 

requirements of the Child Safe Act 
- all staff have been given both documents 
- all staff have signed Code of Conduct 
- established an online register of Child Safe Act requirements for staff and 

volunteers, ie. working with children’s check, teacher registration 
- conducted PLTs addressing the Child Safe Act 
- inclusion of information in the School Newsletter and School Website 
- attendance at VRQA and CEM professional learning for School Leaders and 

Teams 
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Leadership & Management 

Goals & Intended Outcomes 

Goal 
To create and sustain a learning community that is passionate about learning, has an 
inspiring vision and a clear united purpose and direction that supports and challenges 
all members to contribute positively to the mission of the school. 
 

Intended Outcomes 

- That role clarity improves. 
- That staff engagement and learning improve. 

Achievements 

In 2016, the School Leadership Team worked towards achieving the goals and 
outcomes set out in the School Improvement Plan. With the support of staff, the 2016 
Annual Action Plan was developed and the Team and staff have worked collaboratively 
to achieve almost all of the actions set out in the plan. 
The Leadership Team met weekly, focussing on the development of the team, while at 
the same time actively leading the spiritual development, learning, teaching and 
wellbeing within the school. 
Members of the team were involved in the Learning and Teaching Network and the 
Visible Learning Project and continue to be actively involved in Professional Learning 
Teams and planning. 
We continued with a strong focus on building leadership across a whole range of areas 
at Christ the King, including building teachers capacity, leading learning in the key areas 
of religious education, mathematics, literacy and inquiry learning, and building the 
capacity of the leadership team to be more effective. 
There was also a strong focus on mentoring and supporting staff who were new to the 
school or relatively new to the profession. 
Many initiatives continued to promote teachers working collaboratively together, 
engaging in rich professional dialogue, resulting in engaging and stimulating learning 
and teaching for our students. To support this, the school maintained the provision of 3 
hours of facilitated and collaborative planning for classroom teachers, which was led by 
learning, curriculum and team leaders. Professional Learning Team meetings were also 
held twice a week. 
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EXPENDITURE AND TEACHER PARTICIPATION IN PROFESSIONAL LEARNING 

DESCRIPTION OF PL UNDERTAKEN IN 2016 

Conferences – Principal, Leadership, Religious Education, Beginning Teachers, 

Student Wellbeing  

Personal and Professional Faith Development  

Visible Learning Project 

Leadership Networks – Principal, Deputy Principal. Religious Education Leaders, 

Teaching and Learning Leader, Student Wellbeing Leader, Special Needs Leader 

Learning and Teaching Network  Information and Communications Technology 

Administrative Professional Learning - Maze Training, Global 

Budgeting  Enhancing Leadership Capacity 

Learning and Teaching  Literacy Assessment Project  Learning and Teaching 

Cluster 

Emergency Management Training 

First Aid – CPR, anaphylaxis, asthma 

 

NUMBER OF TEACHERS WHO PARTICIPATED IN PL 22 

AVERAGE EXPENDITURE PER TEACHER FOR PL $1950 

 
 

TEACHER SATISFACTION 

In 2016, the Organisational Climate Index fell 2.8 points to 67.6, which was 

disappointing given the amount of work and focus the team gave to this area. To 

give this result some context, there were a lot of changes in the school in 2016, both 

in staffing and in processes/structures, so this may have contributed to the slight 

decline. We are very fortunate to have a staff that are happy to embrace change, be 

challenged and support initiatives, knowing that all of this contributes to our students 

reaching their full potential. 
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School Community 

Goals & Intended Outcomes 

Goal 
To further enhance the effectiveness of the learning community through ongoing 
partnerships with parents, parish and the wider community. 
 

Intended Outcomes 

- That parent understanding of the school’s learning and wellbeing focus and its Vision 
improves. 
- That parent, parish and community engagement improves. 

Achievements 

The school provides many opportunities to build and promote a sense of community 
among the school and broader community. Christ the King values the role parents play 
in their child’s education and seeks to involve and engage parents at many levels. The 
school continues to explore the many opportunities for developing links with our Parish 
and local community. Many of our achievements for 2016 include: 

- Family/School Partnership Leader (0.4 FTE) 

- Member of the Inner West Family School Partnership Cluster 

- Employment of a Community Engagement Leader (0.4) for the Inner West 
Cluster. This position is also supported by Catholic Education Melbourne. 

- Learning Walks and Community conversations 

- Cluster Transition/Secondary Information Night 

- Parent Information nights and education expo sessions 

- Mother’s Day & Father’s Day family events 

- School Garden 

- Assemblies, Class Masses and excursions 

- Cultural Harmony Day 

- Carols Night & Picnic 

- Family Faith/Sacramental nights 

- Attending Parish masses and involvement in celebration of Parish Feast Day 

- Support for local St Vincent de Paul Branch 

- Links with Caroline Chisholm Catholic College, Braybrook 
 

PARENT SATISFACTION 

Our parents rate Christ the King School very highly. This is evident in our parent data 
from the school surveys, with scores in the upper end of the 50th percentile range or 
into the top 25th percentile. The Community Engagement Index fell by 2.2 points – to 
83 in 2016, but this is still well above the Australian mean. 
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Future Directions 

The goals that were developed as part of the review process and that form 
our School Improvement Plan 2015 – 2018 are: 
 

 To build a learning community that lives and expresses a clear 
authentic Catholic identity. 
 

 To develop a learning community where all flourish as engaged, 
creative, self-directed learners who are challenged, and encouraged 
to develop a sense of service for the common good. 

 
 To promote positive relationships, empathetic, compassionate and 

resilient dispositions and behaviours which enable and encourage 
high levels of confidence, motivation and participation. 

 
 To further enhance the effectiveness of the learning community 

through ongoing partnerships with parents, parish and the wider 
community. 

 
 To create and sustain a learning community that is passionate about 

learning, has an inspiring vision and a clear united purpose and 
direction that supports and challenges all members to contribute 
positively to the mission of the school. 

 

 
We are looking forward to the 
challenges and opportunities 
that these goals present as we 
continue to provide the best 
learning opportunities and 
environment for all in our 
community. 
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E1189 

Christ the King Primary School, Braybrook 

 

 

            

   

PROPORTION OF STUDENTS MEETING THE MININUM STANDARDS 

NAPLAN TESTS 2014 

 

% 

2015 

 

% 

2014–2015 

Changes 

% 

2016 

 

% 

2015–2016 

Changes 

% 

YR 03     Reading 96.7 93.8 -2.9 100.0 6.2 

YR 03     Writing 100.0 100.0 0.0 96.9 -3.1 

YR 03     Spelling 96.7 100.0 3.3 100.0 0.0 

YR 03     Grammar & Punctuation 100.0 96.9 -3.1 96.9 0.0 

YR 03     Numeracy 100.0 93.8 -6.2 100.0 6.2 

 

YR 05     Reading 94.7 91.4 -3.3 100.0 8.6 

YR 05     Writing 97.4 91.4 -6.0 100.0 8.6 

YR 05     Spelling 100.0 94.3 -5.7 100.0 5.7 

YR 05     Grammar & Punctuation 97.4 91.4 -6.0 93.9 2.5 

YR 05     Numeracy 97.4 94.3 -3.1 100.0 5.7 
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AVERAGE STUDENT ATTENDANCE RATE BY YEAR LEVEL % 

Y01                                                                                                  91.89 

Y02                                                                                                  93.49 

Y03                                                                                                  95.84 

Y04                                                                                                  96.51 

Y05                                                                                                  94.32 

Y06                                                                                                  94.81 

Overall average attendance 94.48 

 

     

            

  

TEACHING STAFF ATTENDANCE RATE 

Teaching Staff Attendance Rate 88.33% 

 

   

            

    

STAFF RETENTION RATE 

Staff Retention Rate 95.65% 
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TEACHER QUALIFICATIONS 
 

Doctorate 0.00% 

Masters 5.56% 

Graduate 33.33% 

Certificate Graduate 11.11% 

Degree Bachelor 55.56% 

Diploma Advanced 44.44% 

No Qualifications Listed 16.67% 

 

  

            

    

STAFF COMPOSITION 
 

Principal Class 2 

Teaching Staff (Head Count) 
 

19 
 

FTE Teaching Staff 
 

17.000 
 

Non-Teaching Staff (Head Count) 
 

8 
 

FTE Non-Teaching Staff 
 

4.117 
 

Indigenous Teaching Staff 
 

0 
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SURVEY RESULTS 

Parent Approachability 95.64% 

Attitude to Survey 90.45% 

Behaviour Management 97.52% 

Classroom Behaviour 70.51% 

Connectedness to Peers 98.74% 

Connectedness to School 96.88% 

Extra-Curricular 86.54% 

Homework 93.71% 

Learning Focus 94.98% 

No# of Parents 81.00% 

Parent Input 94.21% 

Parent Partnerships 95.90% 

Reporting 96.69% 

School Improvement 95.63% 

Social Skills 93.70% 

Stimulating Learning 96.26% 

Student Motivation 94.38% 
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Student Safety 83.84% 

Teacher Morale 95.23% 

Transitions 97.18% 

Staff Act on Results – Personally 87.50% 

Act on Results – School 87.50% 

Acted on Previous Surveys – Personally 75.00% 

Acted on Previous Surveys – School 87.50% 

Issues Coverage 95.83% 

No# of Staff 24.00% 

Overall Enthusiasm 83.33% 

Survey Usefulness – School  83.33% 

Student Classroom Behaviour 63.49% 

Connectedness to Peers 90.04% 

Connectedness to School 96.19% 

Learning Confidence 89.29% 

No# of Students 63.00% 

Purposeful Teaching 96.83% 

Stimulating Learning 94.05% 
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Student Distress 91.01% 

Student Morale 89.21% 

Student Motivation 98.41% 

Student Safety 86.03% 

Survey - Easy 96.77% 

Survey - Enthusiasm 87.10% 

Teacher Empathy 98.64% 

 

 

 

 


